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ABSTRACT 
A new algorithm for the computation of eigenvalues of a nonsymmetric matrix 
pencil is described. It is a generalization of the shifted and inverted Lanczos (or 
Arnoldi) algorithm, in which several shifts are used in one run. It computes an 
orthogonal basis and a small Hessenberg pencil. The eigensolution of the Hessenberg 
pencil gives Ritz approximations to the solution of the original pencil. It is shown that 
the computed approximate solution is the exact solution of a perturbed pencil, and 
bounds and estimates of the perturbations are given. Results for a numerical example 
coming from a bifurcation problem arising from a hydrodynamical application are 
demonstrated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We seek solutions to the generalized eigenvalue problem, 
(A - AB)x = 0 , (1) 
for large and sparse nonsymmetric matrices A and B. The matrices are too 
large to be treated by transformation methods such as the QR algorithm, but 
not so large that a factorization and solution of a linear system is infeasible. 
We intend to extend the ideas that led to the spectral transformation 
Lanczos algorithm [2] for a symmetric pencil for use when symmetry is not 
present. The original idea for the rational Krylov algorithm was given in [9], 
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but with no numerical experience. In the first article in this series [ll], the 
standard case, when B is a weight matrix, is described. 
Now we let the matrices A and B play equivalent roles. This means that a 
good approximate solution to the given eigenvalue problem (I) is one that is 
the exact solution to a pencil (A+E, B +F) with small perturbations to both A 
and B. We can then apply the perturbation bounds expounded by Stewart and 
Sun [ 131. These bounds are expressed in terms of a chordal metric, measuring 
differences between complex numbers in terms of the distance between the 
corresponding points on the Riemann sphere. 
Let us think of it as the unit sphere in a Euclidean 3-dimensional space 
with the complex plane as x, y coordinates. Then the arbitrary point < = 4 +iq 
is mapped onto the point s(t) where the ray from the north pole to < hits 
the sphere. It has the coordinates 
for < = reie with r = tan (p. The point at infinity is mapped onto the north 
pole, and zero onto the south pole. The chordal distance between the points 
<r and ~2 is now 
xK19 cd = f Ilad - ~(~2‘z)llz 
When we use the chordal metric, infinity is just an ordinary point and it 
is natural to formulate the eigenvalue problem (I) homogeneously as 
(/3A - aB)x = 0, (54 
with h = a/,3. 
We assume that the pencil (A, B) is regular, so that for some (or actually 
most) shifts I_L = y/6 the shifted matrix 6A - yB is nonsingular. We will 
need to factorize and solve systems with such matrices repeatedly, but do not 
require that either of the matrices A or B be nonsingular. 
In Section 2, we will formulate the rational Krylov iteration as an algo- 
rithm, Algorithm RKS, and derive the basic recursion that describes how an 
orthogonal basis V is built up one column at a time. In this basis the pencil 
(A, B) is represented by a small Hessenberg pencil (K, L). In Section 3, we 
describe how this Hessenberg pencil is used to compute approximations for 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We then show that these are solutions to a 
perturbed pencil, and in Theorem 1 we give a bound on these perturbations. 
We also give a way of computing a refined approximation using the singular 
value decomposition (SVD), and find a determinantal expression for the ra- 
tional function that gives the next basis vector in the algorithm. In Section 4 
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the heuristics we used to find shifts and starting vectors for the steps of the 
algorithm are described, and finally, in Section 5, we give results from a test 
run. The reader is referred to [II] or [lo] for information on more numerical 
tests. 
A word about notation: We let “j stand for a matrix with j columns, the 
first j columns of V if nothing else is stated. A$ is a j x k matrix, but we avoid 
subscripts when all rows or columns are referred to. Column j of the matrix V 
is ‘j;, and row k is Ok,.. We denote by ii the complex conjugate of the number 
q, and by AH the conjugate transpose of the matrix A. 
2. THE RATIONAL KRYLOV ITERATION 
Most iterative methods are built up on the Krylov sequence, 
I$(A,x) = (x, AX, . . . . Ai-%) . (3) 
Any vector in the Krylov subspace is a polynomial in A operating on the 
starting vector x, 
v E Z$(A,x) + v = p(A)x , 
for an appropriate polynomial p of degree j - 1. 
The Rational Krylov algorithm applies shifted and inverted operators to 
get rational functions. Replacing A in the premultiplication (3) by 
(SA - yB)-l(pA - oB) , 
we make a spectral transformation with a Mobius function with a pole at the 
shift 
I-L = Y/6 
and a zero at the antkhifi, 
that is, 
h-v 
r(h) = -. 
h-P 
We build up an orthonormal basis “j one column at a time using the 
following: 
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Algorithm RKS: Choose starting vector 01 
Forj = 1,2, . . . until convergence 
(1) Choose shifts I_L = y/6 and v = ~/a and starting combination r = I@. 
(2) Operate r := (SA - yB)-‘(aA - pB)r. 
(3) Orthogonalize r := r - I$$ where 4 = yHr. 
(4) Get new vector vj+i := r/hj+lJ, where $+ij = Ilrll. 
(5) Compute approximate solution and test for convergence. 
This algorithm differs from the shifted and inverted Arnoldi algorithm 
[l, 12, 81 only in that the shift in step 1 may vary withj, and that the iteration 
is continued not with the last available vector q but with a combination, I@, 
of all the vectors already computed. Most often we take either the first vector 
z)r or the last vector 9. In step 3 reorthogonalization is recommended when 
needed. 
For economic reasons it is advisable to keep the shift (v, 6) constant for 
several steps, since then we can use the same factorized matrix 
AA- yB=LU (4) 
in all of those. 
Now let us follow what happens. Eliminate the intermediate vector r, used 
in steps 14 in Algorithm RKS, and get 
I$+& = ($A - vB)-‘@A - gB)?q . 
From now on, we put the element Fj+rj from step 4 below the j-vector 4 
from step 3, giving it length j + 1. This simplifies notation for us. Multiply 
from the left by 4A - 8B: 
Separate terms with A to the left and B to the right: 
now with a zero added to the bottom of the vector 9 in step 1, giving it length 
j+ 1. 
This is the relation for the jth step. Now put the corresponding vectors 
from the previous steps in front of this and get 
AY+~~+Q = By+l&i+lj , (5) 
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with two Hessenberg matrices, 
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I$+14 = -Ij+ij diag(yi) - ?;.+I4 diag(pi), 
‘$+ij = Hj+lj diag(%) - ?;.+Q diag(aj). 
Here Hi+lj is a Hessenberg matrix with the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization 
coefficients from step 3 as columns and with zeros added down the left, and 
lj+rli is built up in the same way from the starting combinations in step 1. It 
is triangular with a zero last row added. 
3. APPROXIMATIVE EIGENSOLUTIONS 
Let us now describe how we find an approximative eigensolution and test 
for convergence, using the basis V and the small pencil (K, L) computed by 
Algorithm RKS in last section. 
3.1. Ritz Values and Vectors 
In the exceptional case of total convergence, we would get 4+rj = 0 and 
a zero last row in both K and L. Otherwise find an approximate solution 
6 = n/c by solving the problem 
by means of the QZ algorithm. For a given solution (n, <, s) of this, we take 
the vector 
as a Ritz vector for the original problem (1). Note that even now we use a 
homogeneous formulation and let K and L play equivalent roles. We omit the 
subscripts on K and L when we mean the full j + 1 by j matrices. 
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3.2. Equivalent Perturbations 
Let us now show that this vector is an exact eigenvector of a perturbation 
of the original problem (l), and how the norm of this perturbation as well as 
the residual can be estimated from data available in the small pencil (K, L). 
Compute 
AX = AVj+l(+jK + $L)s = (GA + <B)I$+rKs , 
Bx = BI$+l(rjK+<L)s = (:A + jB)v+&s , (8) 
where we have made use of the fact that AVj+lL = BVj+lK, (S), to get the 
last equalities. Multiplying and subtracting these, we get the residual as, 
(<A - QB)X = (:A + ~B)v~+~(cK - ~L)S 
= (GA + ,?B)uj+&$+~. - q$+l,.)s , (9) 
the last equality following from (6). Compare this with the well-known expres- 
sion for the Lanczos algorithm (consult [7, Equation (13-2-l), p. 2601 or [12] 
for finding this). We get it back in the limiting case, when we put a large 
weight on B so that 9 becomes very small. 
We are now ready to state: 
THEOREM 1. There are two nonsingular matrices (Xl Ue) and (VI Yg) such 
that the pencil (A, B) has the following decomposition: 
with the perturbations having norms 
IIGAII = Ikj+l,.sl and IIGBII = Ilj+l,.sl . 
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We have chosen to use the same notation here as Stewart and Sun [13, The- 
orems 2.10, 2.13, pp. 3043071, so that the reader can fill in the details on 
how to bound the chordal distance between (Q, <) and a true eigenvahre of 
the original pencil (2). 
Proof. Take for the first right basis vector X1 the Ritz vector x (7), and 
for the first left, 
Let the first column of the rest of Ye be 
yz = (iA + tB)uj+l, (10) 
and get 
the last equalities resulting from (6). Combine this with (8) and (10) and get 
AX1 = Vlq + Y2 ($+L.s, 0, . . , Of , 
B-Xl = VI< + Y2 (&+l,.s, 0, . . . , (NT, 
which gives expressions for GA and Gg. The rest of Us and Y2 can be arbitrary 
but such that the resulting matrices are nonsingular. n 
Note that, even if the computed basis VJ is orthonormal, the basis of the 
theorem is orthogonal only with respect to a scalar product depending on the 
variable matrix rjA + i B. 
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3.3. Refined Ritz Approximations 
We saw that both the residual (9) and the equivalent perturbation of The- 
orem 1 had a norm depending on the norms of the last rows of the matrices 
K and L. We can make these small by applying the SVD to the j + 1 by 2j 
matrix 
(KL) = UCVH ) 
because then the modified matrix, 
(lx) = U”(KL) = xvH ) 
has the smallest possible norm of the last row. 
We can use the modified matrices i? and i in the pencil (6), and note 
that the basis I$+1 has to be replaced by the modified basis 
vj+1 = y+1u ) 
consisting of linear combinations of the original v vectors. There is no need to 
actually compute these modified basis vectors, since we can use the original 
vectors when computing the Ritz vector (7), and are only interested in the 
norms of the residual (9) and equivalent perturbation. 
3.4. The Rational Function 
Now we are ready to find the rational functions that correspond to the 
Lanczos polynomials. We see that they have poles in the shift points ki = 
yi/Ji, and a l’ttl 1 e calculation shows that, apart from normalization, 
vj+l = R&4 WI, (11) 
where 
Note that this is true also if we use the refined Ritz approximation of the 
preceding subsection, but take the modified matrices I;r , L and vector vj+l. 
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4. ALGORITHMIC DETAILS 
It remains to describe how we choose the shift points in order to compute 
all eigenvalues in a prescribed region of the complex plane. Here we are left 
to heuristics; there is no fail-safe mechanism like the inertia count used in the 
symmetric case [2]. Instead we choose the first shift at a goal point at the center 
of the region, and keep that for a few iterations, most often until one or a few 
eigenvalues have converged. Then we take a Ritz value which has not converged 
yet, but is in an area where we want to find more eigenvalues, as a new shift. 
The number of iterations we keep the same shift depends on how expensive it 
is to do a new factorization (4), compared to continuing with the old shift. 
The starting combination 9 in step 1 of Algorithm RKS is not very critical, 
only we avoid taking the last vector, 5 = ej, when we have a new shift, since then 
the rational function that determines r in step 2 will have a common factor in 
numerator and denominator, making r linearly dependent to the earlier basis 
vectors %. We simply used the first vector, TV = el, when we had a new shift, and 
the last vector, 5 = ej, when we continued with the same shift. 
5. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
We have tested the rational Krylov algorithm using MATLAB 4 on Sun 4 
workstations. The linear system computations in step 2 of Algorithm RKS 
were done with the sparse matrix option in MATLAB 4. Reorthogonalization 
was done in step 3 whenever necessary. We took advantage of the complex 
arithmetic in MATLAB, even when we had real matrices. It is straightforward, 
but not entirely simple, to make a program that preserves reality in the way 
indicated in [6], but we have not yet made the effort to do so. Problems of 
sizes n up to 2000 and runs up to-j = 40 have been handled. 
Let us report results from a hydrodynamical bifurcation computation that 
has been treated extensively in the literature; see [5], [4], and [3]. It is a 
parametrized nonlinear equation 
where x and f are vectors of n dimensions and h is a real parameter. We follow 
paths of solutions and want to localize points where the derivative matrix& 
is singular; these are turning or bifurcation points. 
We regard fx as a function of A, denote it by A(h), and assume that it 
is given at two points ho and Al. Then we can predict the singular point by 
linear interpolation: 
1 
A@) = -A(b) + *A(*,) + -(h - &))(A - hl)~(h) , 
41 - Al Al - 4) 2 
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where the rest term R(h) is bounded iff . 1s sufficiently differentiable. 
If 8 is an eigenvalue of the pencil (A, B) equal to (A(ha),A(hi)), a singu- 
larity is predicted at 
We expect no singular point in the interval between ho and hl, so all eigenval- 
ues will be in the positive real half pl ane, all eigenvalues close to 0 = 1 will 
correspond to singularities far away, and large eigenvalues will predict sin- 
gularities close to the interval. It is therefore natural to choose the antishift 
u = 1 and start with a shift p at infinity. 
The matrix is as described in [3] of order n = 403. It is rather dense, with 
9483 nonzero elements; its LU factorization has 29,510 nonzeros when we 
use the column minimum degree ordering and a setting spparms ( ( tight ’ > 
in MATLAB 4. The first point, ho, is at the point E, and the second, hi, at F 
in Figure 5.3 in [3]. For this small value of n it was easy to compute the 
eigenvalues using a full matrix code; we use these for comparison purposes. 
In a realistic case, we cannot expect to have exact eigenvalues at our disposal. 
We run Algorithm RKS, starting with a vector 01 of normally distributed 
random numbers, and keep the same shift until one eigenvalue has converged. 
Then we choose the best nonconverged Ritz value as a new shift, and continue 
until seven eigenvalues have converged to a tolerance of lo-‘. In a typical 
run the first eigenvalue converged at step j = 8, and then one or two steps 
are needed for each eigenvalue, and at j = 22 we have got all 7. 
In Figure 1, we plot the computed eigenvalues as circles and the exact 
ones as points. We have three dominating real eigenvalues. Figure 2 shows a 
closeup, where the five dominating eigenvalues have fallen outside the plot 
area. Note that the computed approximations just about delineate the region 
in the complex plane where the exact eigenvalues are. We also computed 
refined approximations as in Section 3.3, but in this case they are very close 
to the crude ones computed by (6) in Section 3.1. An interesting difference 
is that the perturbation estimated by Theorem 1 is actually larger for the 
refined approximations. In Figure 3 we compare different ways of assessing 
the accuracy of the computed eigenvalue approximations. We plot the esti- 
mated perturbation norm ]](GA, GB)]]F to be used in Theorem 1 as a solid 
line and the corresponding estimate for the residual, ](<J$+I,. - q$+i,.)s], of 
the right hand of (9) as a dash-dotted line. Both these quantities are obtained 
using only the small matrices K and L. Compare the norms of the computed 
residuals, 
T(X) = II(TA - oR)xll 
llAll2 + lPll2 ’ 
plotted as crosses, and the actual differences between the approximations and 
exact eigenvalues, plotted as circles. Note that there is a remarkable difference 
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FIG. 2. Closeup of eigenvalues: o computed, . exact. 
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FIG. 3. Actual errors (o), compared with residuals (x) and estimates (solid and 
dash-dotted curves). 
between the seven converged eigenvalues and the rest: we have flagged at the 
right moment! 
As a comparison, the Arnoldi algorithm with shift at infinity neededj = 27 
steps to get seven eigenvalues. It started the same way as RKS, but the later 
eigenvalues were slower to converge. In Figure 4 we plot the same quantities 
as in Figure 3 for this case. Note that the complex conjugate eigenvalues 
converge in pairs, since a real shift is used. 
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